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LEARN FRENCH FAST 
If you want to learn French the fast, fun and easy way, you have come to the right place! 
Our students can learn French 3-4 times faster with us than through any other existing method.  
You can check their testimonials. 

 
HOW WE DO IT 
By using an Accelerated Learning Method based on: 

(a) Constructivism (we build on what you already know, especially your knowledge of English) 
(b) Participative Learning (we make you an active agent in the learning process, we adapt to your learning style) 

(c) Memorization Techniques (e.g. mnemonics, mind maps, sound association)  
 

COMPARISON TABLE: FRENCHFASTER vs. OTHERS 
Here is a comparison of the hours of learning required to attain different levels of French proficiency.  

 

PROFICIENCY LEVEL OTHERS FRENCHFASTER 

Lower Beginner A1 level 60~100 hours 30~40 hours 

Upper Beginner A2 level 150~200 hours 40~60 hours 

Lower Intermediate B1 level 350~400 hours 60~80 hours 

Upper Intermediate B2 level 550~650 hours 80~120 hours 

Lower Advanced C1 level 800-950 hours 160~220 hours 

Upper Advanced C2 level >1000 hours 220~280 hours 

 

(a) We can tell you how many hours you need after a free trial lesson (level assessment). 
(b) Some students may need more hours, while others (not complete beginners) less hours to what is indicated. 
(c) The learning hours you will need depend on several factors:  

o Your current level 
o Languages you already know (Spanish and Italian speakers need less hours) 
o How good you are with languages in general (pronunciation difficulty, mother tongue influence) 
o Frequency of the lessons and Gaps between lessons 

o Commitment & Available time for revision and homework on your own 
 
AN EXAMPLE OF A FAST, FUN & EASY WAY: To have & To be  
 

Verb “to be” = être 

I am I am SWEEt  Je suis 

You are You are ESsential Tu es 

He/She is  He is ESTablished Il est  

We are We are SOMEbody Nous sommes 

(All of) You are You are ETErnal Vous êtes 

They are They are SO Naughty Ils sont  

 

Verb “to have” = avoir 

I have  I have AIds J’ai  

You have You have ASthma Tu as 

He/She has He/She has Anemia Il a 

We have We have AVON cosmetics Nous avons 

You have You have A VErsaci bag Vous avez 

They have  They have ONTario friends  Ils ont  

 

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT US 
Website: www.frenchfaster.com  

Skype us: nageebg | frenchfaster 


